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Who dares to teach rnJSt
never cease to learn

Have you received your
parking ticket today?

Newark State College, Union, New Jersey

Volu~ IV, No.

Rights Declaration StuCo Discusses

..

.D1scusse

d hy Ra1c
. hie Parking
Problem
Ad .
n 01scoun1s

"The very existence, the idea,
of the United Nations is predicated on the idea of human
worth and dignity." This statement by Dr. Donald R. Raichle
answered the question • 'how does
the U .N. im plement the international cov enants on Human
Rights?" Dr . R;tichle, speaking
at a meeting of the Collegiate
Council for the United Nations
on October 24, U.N. day, in
celebration of the 18th anniversary of the U .N. concentrated
on the theme of the United Na-

The Declaration's preamble begins: • 'Whereas recognition of the
inherent dignity and of the equal
and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the
foundation of freedom, justice
and peace in the world. . . "
This universal acceptance of the
rights as inalienable, anterior
to government, gives them a
prestige that only the U .N. can
offer. Comparing the articles
of the Declaration to the words
of Thomas Jefferson in the U.S.
Declaration of Independence, Dr.
Raichle said the former suffers;
the spirit is there but some of
the beauty and simplicity of form
is lacking--perhaps be~a,use- it
must be translated into the six
U.N. languages.
When the Declaration was
formulated, the United States'
position on the Commission of
Human Rights was that the Declaration should duplicate the
American Bill of Rights in which
the individual is protected from
the government. The Soviet Union
wanted to write in guarantees
(Continued on Page 4)

" I had a warm glow of satisfaction and a lump in my throat
when the foreign exchange students were applauded at convocation,• ' said Miss Davison in a
15-minute pep-talk about how
'' students who cared' ' helped put
Newark State on the map in the
area of student activities. She
told how two NSC students Joan Talias and . June Zuckerman - worked "personally" to
make the project possible and
covered the achievements of
' ' those who cared' • in the Leadership Conference and CCUN activities .
Then, saying: ' 'I'm brave and
I'll go ahead,'' she contrasted
achievements of the " those who
cared' ' sort with the parking
problem.
"There always will
be a parking problem,'' she said.
But the Student Organization, besides being concerned about present problems - - i.e., parking
problems- should also be concerned
about
other
things.
"things that are more important
in the long run . ''
(Continued on Page 3)

Dr. Donald R. Ralchle
tions a nd the Dignity of Man in
a ccordance with the New Jersey
theme of the Declaration of Human Rights.
On December 10, 1948, the
General Assembly of the United
Nations adopted and proclaimed
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which had been drawn
up by the Human Rights Commission . Since then, the General
Assembly has drafted covenants
attempting to enforce the articles of the Declaration. Dr .
Raichle stated that the problems
of implimenting the covenants
in places such as South Africa
and Birmingham, Alabama are
difficult indeed, but the achievements of the U .N. are impressive.

Freshinen Vie

For Class Officers
Candidates for offices in the
Freshman class will compete
in a primary election on Monday,
November 4. Final elections will
be held on Wednesday, November
6. All elections will take place
between 8:30 am and 4:30 pm in
the College Center.
There are six candidates for
the office of president of the class
of 19 6 7. They ·are Stewart Black,
Fred Bobel, Constance Boyle,
David Mills, Roy Torella, and
Jane Zaremba.

Four Preps Perform
Here Saturday Night

On Saturday evening at 8:00 P .M., the Four Preps will appear In concert at Newark State. Co-sponsored by the class of 1965 and the College Center Board, the group Is to appear In the D' Angola Gymnasium.
Tickets, available at SCIO, are $1.50 for NSC students and $2.25 for
,.a, ..uu.-,.1

l"ll'f~l•eln"'

In a statement to the Independent, Mr. Black said, "As candidate for president of the freshman class, I have this to offer
you: a potentially powerful and
beneficial class executive board,
who will work for you to the
best of their ability with my
assistance. I feel confident that
I am capable of fulfilling the
position. All I ask of you is to
give me the opportunity."
Mr . Bobel stated, •'I, Fred
Bobel, am running for the office
of president. This is an important
and responsible position, and I
feel I have had enough experience
to hold this office."
•'In high school, I was vicepresident and president of my
class, as well as vice-president
of the student council."
"I feel that our class could be
an outstanding one if we elect a
president who is determined and
experienced in leadership and
handling responsibilities.''
Miss Boyle promised to ''try
to lead our class through this year
with activities which everyone
will participate in.'' She also
promised the development of a
"spirit that will instill enthusiasm in all our social and academic endeavors,'' and pledged
"a willingness to construct useful changes that will make our
class strongest at Newark State.''
She continued, "I will make the
most of my position, with the help
of you who will be my most important asset of my my experience . I have had experience in
clubs, social and community organizations, and school which I
feel will give me an advantage
over my competition .
"I need your support for my
·election. Think before you vote.
Is it .abilities I want, or a figurehead for a president?"
David Mills, an IndustrialArts
major who is a graduate of Edison
Township High School, gave hi s
reasons for running for the office
·of class president. "First, !feel
I can help unite the class of 1967.
Second, I am willing to work for ·
(C:nntin11Pri nn
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Thirty Named
To NSC Faculty
Newark State College, Union,
has added 30 new members to
its faculty for 1963-64 .
Appointed to the faculty as
full professor is Dr. Don R .
L~e r i dg e.
New assistant professors are :
Mr. Conrad C. Angebrandt, Mr .
Robert B . Coon, Dr. Howard B.
Furer, Mr . Irwin Grace, Dr .
Dorthea E . Herman, Mrs. Harriet D. Kananagh, Miss Joan
L . Levine, Dr. Rolland R. Lutz,
Jr., Dr. Harry W. Paul, and Mr .
Lawrence W. Pitt.
In the position of assistant
professor II are:
Mr. Robert
W.' Ante, Mrs. Helen G . Armitage, Mr. Ronald W. Bruce, Mr.
William A. Corrie, Jr., Mr . Robert J. Fridlington, Mr. Thomas
R. Greene, Mr. John E. Haffly,
Mr. Forrest D. Mathews, Mr.
Robert C. McClintock, Mrs. Barbara J. Morene, Miss Sandra R.
Orletsky, Mrs. Geraldine S. Shiavone, Miss Lillian H. Schneider,
Mr. William J. Sullivan, and Mrs.
Gloria L. Valone.
Dr. Leve ridge of the Education
Department received his B. A.
from University of Chicago, and
his M.A. and Ed. D. degrees from
Columbia University.
He has
taught at Columbia , Juillard, Miami University, Barmore in New
York and Ohio, and a t Temple
University, Goddard College i n
Plainfield, Vt., and Keene State
College, Keene, N .H.
He has
served as Director of Education
for the Nation,il Conference of

ASIS Announces
Summer Jobs
In Europe
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg-The American Student Information Service, with headquarters
in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, is now accepting applications from U.S. college students who wish to work in Europe next summer.
The ASIS
can place students in temporary summer work in Great Britain, France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Luxembourg, Belgium, Holland, Austria, Isreal,
and Liechtenstein.

5,000 Openings
ASIS has 5,000 job openings
within catagories which include
resort hotel work, office work,
factory work, hospital work, child
care work, ship work, construction work, farm work, sales work,
and camp counseling work. Wages
range to $400 a month for the
highest paying positions in West
Germany and the working conditions and hours are exactly the
same as those of the Europeans
with whom the students work.
In most cases room and board
are · provided free 1but if not, the
student
worker
lives independently in the city where he is
working.
In any case, living
accomodations are prearranged.

Christians and Jews, and theCIO
packinghouse workers, NewYork
City, and as consultant for American Management Association,
New York City .
Further information on new associate professors follows . Dr .
Banich of the Education Department taught elementary grades at
Saddle River and in Bergenfi~ld.
She served as demonstration
teacher at Jersey City State College
and taught at Adelphi
College, where she was supervisor of student teaching and
director of foreign study and travel. A graduate or' Jersey City
State College, she earned an M,S.
from Fordham University, and
her
Ed. D .
from Teachersi
College, Columbia University.
Dr. Cullman of the Science
Department holds a B.S. degree
from Wisconsin State College,
and M.A. and Ed.D. degrees from
Columbia University.
He coauthored Dimensions, Units, and
Numbers in the Teaching of Physical Sciences.
He has taught
at Norwalk Public Schools in
Wisconsin,
Springfield Junior
College,
Western Washington
College, Robart College, Istanbul, Turkey; Wisconsin State
Colle~e. a'!'! Goddard College.
br. Gray, of theSpecialEducation Department, received her
B,S., M.A., and Ed.D. degrees
from Columbia University. She
has taught in the elementary
schools of British Columbia and
in the Industrial Home for the
Blind in Brooklyn, and was Educational Consultant for the New
Jersey Commission for the Blind.
On the college level she has
taught at the Illinois State Normal University, Colorado State
College, and Yeshiva University.
Dr. Te hie of the Education
Department received his B.S.
from the University of Pittsburgh, and his M.A. and Ph.D.
from Columbia University . He
has done postdoctoral work at the
University of London. He has been
on the faculty of the University
of Pittsburgh, Duquesne Univer(Continued on Page 2)

Science Group
Holds Meeting

Orientation In Europe

A meeting of the Student Science Organization was held recently.
In this meeting, over
which President Paul Perrone .
officiated, the 1963-64 calander
of events and activities was proposed · by the activities committee and accepted by the organization. It was also proposed
at this meeting that the Freshman members be urged to join
the New Jersey Science Teachers Association.
A spokesman for the group
announced the organization of a
fellowship fraternity-sorority,
Sigma Iota Nu. The purpose of
the fellowship i s scientific advancement and it meets every
Friday night .

Every student placed in a summer job in Europe attends a 5-day
0I1i entation period in the Grand
D·u chy of Lexembourg which includes cultural orientation tours
to Germany, France, Belgium,
Holland, and Luxembourg, blackboa_rd sessions and on the scene

CALENDAR OF EVENTS AND
ACTIVITIES
November: Scheringor Bell Labs
Nov. 10: ·Science Football Game
December 8:Hayden Planetarium
Febri,ary 8, 15, or 22: Science
Basketball Game
April:
State College Science
Bowl. at Newark State College

(Continued on Pasre 4)
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On Destruction
We are reprinting last week's editorial because it
was then incomprehensible due to printing errors. This
week the HBfrd'~- was smashed and the "recffning figure" was stolen.
A work of art is of inestimable personal worth
to the artist and to the individual capable of understanding the intent of the artist.
Two works by Newark State Fine Arts majors,
Barbara Lippert and Ronald Hartshorn, exhibited on the
Kean Library lawn, were sprayed with red and black
paint last week. Over the laughter, a few, very few,
voices of those who realized the serious nature of
what happened were heard. The defacement was probably
not a reaction to the works of art as such, but merely
due to excessive undergraduate immaturity on campus.
The artist has long been plagued by the non-sophistication and lack of appreciation found in certain portions of society.
Appreciation of art can be catagorized in two areas--appreciation of the artist's work,
and the individual as an artist, an individual gifted with
the sensitivity enabling him to express himself and to
interpret what he sees about him. The merits of the
works specifically referred to earlier in this edition,
particularly the Hartshorn work, have prompted discussion by some members of the college community.
In fact, most of the criticism made has been negative
in relation to the appropriation of the works in their current place of exhibition. Nevertheless, regardless of
opinion, it is not the right of anyone to wantonly destroy
or deface anything created by another person. This
action is, we hope, not indicative of what will occur
in the future.
The Fine Arts Department is making a concerted
effort to beautify and individualize our campus with
paintings, landscaping, photography and sculpture, but
incidents might conceivably thwart talented individuals
from displaying their work publicly. Artistic effort
on our campus has not gone unnoticed ·and unappreciated by all. We can only hope that our artisticallyminded students do not accept this display of senseless
destruction
as
an
indication
of the college's
attitude as a whole.
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NSC _Facuity
(Continued from Page 1)
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Letters to the Editor

· ._____

York, Columbia University, and
Monmouth College.
Polltlcal Advertisements?
'An Open Letter
Further information about assitant professors follows.
To whom it may concern:
To the Editor:
Mr. Angebrandt of the Fine and
In last week's issue of the Dear Dr. Tatton,
. Industrial Arts Department reIndependent there appeared an
It is extremely difficult to word
ceived his B.S. from Newark State
advertisement urging the defeat this letter in a manner that does
College and his M.A. from Montof Governor Richard J. Hughes' not appear immature or childish,
clair State College.
Before
proposed $750millionbondissue.
so I must beg your pardon for
coming to Newark State he taught
Election laws governingpoliti- my inadequacies in the field of
Graphic- Arts and Electricity at
cal
advertisements explicitly effective expression.
Hillside High School. This past
point out that all political adverI just cannot help feeling as if
summer, he organized the comtisements must give credit to the I've really been ''taken for
mercial printing for the Bristol- - person(s),
organization,
etc . a ride. " Last year you exhibited
My er s Company .
which may be responsible for the great concern over the dissatisMr. Ceon of the Fine and Infinancing of such advertisements . faction of the GE students who
dustrial Arts Department taught
Since no names were printed on were taking the course '' Art in
art in the A.rreye High School,
that advertisement I can only as- the Elementary School".
Ap-·
San Lorenzo, Cal., and was in
sume that it was printed at the proximately 100 of those students
charge of art in grades 1-9 in
expense of the Independent.
I were upset enough to sign varithe Edgewater public schools.
condem this action completely. ous petitions concerning, not the
His B.A. was earned from the
Such an advertisement is printed objectives of the course, but the
University of the Pacific, and
at the expense of the student body lack of attainment of these objechis M.A. from Columbia Univerof this college for it is the stu- tives due to the methods of insity.
dent body as a unit which finanstruction. I was called upon by
Dr. Furer of the History and
ces the Independent.
you to represent these students,
Social Science Department reI condemn the action taken by so that the interests of students
ceived his B.A., M.t,._!L.and _P!i.D.
certain selfish individuals on the yet to take this required course
degrees from New York UniverIndependent staff who continu- could be protected.
·sity. He has taught a\ the Erasally use the Independent as a.
I read in the Independent that
mus Hall High Schocil, Brooklyn,
media of presenting their minor- the instructor whose methods
Bronx Community College, Long
ity views at the expense of the created the most disturbance was
Island University, Upsala Colentire Newark State College stupromoted to a full professorship.
lege, and Dutchess Community
dent body.
·Why? Pe~haps she earned this
College in Poughkeepsie, N. Y .
This clique of ego-centric in'... reward by teaching, in a superHe has done numerous editing and
dividuals must realize that when ior fashion, the students .majorconsulting projects for YES pubjoining the Independent staff they '; ing in her specialty. It is diflications, for which he write
had an obligation to this news- ficult for me to measure her
"How to Study for a Social Studpaper, student body, and college. ability outside my own personal
ies College Entrance Exam" in
Not to their political parties, experience.
the November, 1961, issue .
affiliations, or views!
Along with my protest were
Mr. Grace, evaluator in the
- I, therefore, demand that these lodged the identical complaints
Field Services Division, earned
individuals either (1) resign since of 100 other GE's. We really
his B.A. degree at City College
they have violated an unwritten , could not care less about her
of New York, his M.S. at New
law of the Independent, student : merit in teaching devoted to her
York University, and is working
body and college (especially the l specialty.
After sitting in her
toward his doctorate at Columlatter)
which
expects
the : classroom, week after week, hour
bia University. After teaching
members of the staff to allow the
after hour, gaining nothing but
at City College of New York for
Independent to live up to its permanent smirk, we complain12 years, he entered the business
name, or (2) to change their
ed. You seemed . sympathetio,
world in association with Dr. L .
attitudes.
I guess we were wrong. If she
Joshua Weiner, financial analIn order to sus::ceed the Ind_efailed so drastically in "motiyst, before coming to Newark.
pendent must present an unpre- vating' • in in a • 'learning sitDr. Herman of the Education
judiced and non-political format .
uation," despite her tremenDepartment holds the following
Sincerely,
dously broad sources of educadegrees: B.A., Montclair State
Walter Boright
tion and experience, how much
College; M.S., New York UniverClass of 1966
damage to creativity shall we
sity; B.D., Union Theological
reap because of the seeds she
Seminary, and Ed.D. , Columbia
Equality
has sown?
University, where she has serD. C.
ved on the faculty . She taught
Sir:
Faith
In
Mankind
Latin at Caldwell High School,
I'm sick and tired of racial
and · on the college level taught
To the Editor:
demonstrations. I've had it up to
at Hunter College and Fairleigh
Maybe it's because I'm naive,
my ears with "freedom" marchDickinson University. For nine
but for some strange reason I
es, pickets, sit-ins, and all the
years she maintained a private
had faith in my fellow man, ei;rest of this garbage which has
practice as a clinical psycholopecially other students who . inbeen encompassing the large porgist in psychotherapy.
tend to become teachers: But
tion of the news of the day.
Mrs. Kavanagh of the Early
on Thursday, a lot of this faith
Just what in the world are they
. Childhood Department earned
was destroyed when someone took
trying to accomplish? If it's acher B.A. degree from Mount
my wallet from my purse in the
ceptance by the white population,
Holyoke College and her M.S.
girl's room in Bruce Hall .
they're sure doing a lousy job
from Yale University. She has
I This was rtot the first inciden'.
of
it.
In
time:
their
actions
will
taken courses at Rutgers Univerof its kind at NSC this semester.
inevitably bring about the revival
sity and Newark State College .
Othe,r wallets and make-up cases
of
the
KKK.
These
demonstraFormer assistant at Yale Unihave been taken in various· parts
tions etc., are doing more to
versity and Wesleyan University,
of the campus . My parents and
create
a
worse
condition
than
exshe also was director of the
friendfi, not to mention myself, .
isted previously.
Circle Nursery School, Livingwere appalled to believe that
Does
the
Negro
really
want
ston, and more recently a kinderthese. thieves with about the lowequality? Then let him act equal!
garten teacher in the Livingston
est moral code in our society
I
grew
up
with
Negroes,
I've
lived
Public Schools .
intend to teach the youth of Amernext door to them and I know
Miss Levine of the Mathemaica within a few years. I certhem! I also know that when a
tics Department received a B.S.
tainly hope they take stock of
Negr<l shows himself to be equal
from Antioch College, and M.A.
themselves and consider a less
and acts equally, then he is
r~sponsible profession for their
treated as such.
(Continue!'.! on Page 3)
futures.
Instead of the Negro trying to
"'But I should!;l't condemn these
force the white people t_o accept
people completely, at least with
him, let him clean up his race
the incident of my wallet; she had
first. When the Negro race (not
the decency (?) to toss my wallet,
the individual) has done this, they
minus all my money, in the parkwon't have to go to the whites,
ing lot where someone else found
the whites will come to them.
it. Thanks for restoring some of
Sure, whites are prejudiced.
my faith in mankind.
And why shouldn't they be? What
Stella LaSalvia, '65.
has the Negro race, onthewhole,
done to merit their acceptance?
Whether integration is "mor- Defeat the Bond Issue
Last week's editorial column
ally" or "legally~• right is NOT
going to help the Negro race to vehemently ventured to Be;"¼-4
be accepted as equals by the The Band Issue
Raising such a
hypothesis in an editor's view
white race .
When
Negro leaders stop is completely permittedbypoetlc
threatening, demonstrating, pick• license and editoriaJ. perogative.
: eting, and otherwise acting in an However, it might seem 1,mcom' idiotic manner, and initiate a mensur:ite that the expressions
positive effort to clean up their of Independent staff members,
. race, then, and only then, will editors . or otherwise should be
the white race, in general, ac- revealed in a 16 square inch
:,ordered box with bold
Style
. cept them as "equals." ·
"You may force the people to 25 maximum size type.
integrate, but you'll never force • This issue ls so intensely im' portant to the general public and
them to like it."
Gerald L. Stiles Newark State students that this
(Continued on Page 6)
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Youth Taught to Pretend
According to Dr. Kallen

Page 3 ·

The Anatomy of Student Organization
by Jolm Masterson
Editor's Note
Many years ago, when giants
walked the earth and cars approached the College Center
without
fear,
a
series of
articled titled " The Majors" appeared in these dessicated pages .
Their author was an angry young
sophomore named John Masterson. Each venemous piece was
received with a lively spi rit (Mr.
Masterson still ·walks with a .
slight limp) and the students
awaited his further efforts with
enthusiasm. With a healthy regard for self- preservation, however, the author was loathe to
alienate his remaining friend.
This year we herald the return
of
John
Masterson.- now a
paunchy, senior to these columns.
In future weeks, he proposes to
analyze the major organizations
on campus in his own eccentric
style. He informs us that all
characters and incidents are
real; only the author's address
has been changed · to protect the
innocent.

We grownups are educating youth to deny the reality to avoid
issues, to stall, evade, distort, pretend, and falsify, according to
Dr, Arnold M. Kallen, psychiatrist and director of the Essex
County Guidance Center, East Orange .
Dr. Kallen spoke to a group of teachers, guidance directors,
school administrators, and social workers at the Newark Public
Library, addressing a workshop for guidance of educationallydisadvantaged youth conducted by the Graduate Division of Newark
State College, Union.
Dr. Kallen referred to what he considered a tendency to shy
away, from facing squarely such problems as the increasing numbers
of unemployed, and rising rates of juvenile delinquency, crime, and
mental illness.
"Prevention and reduction of any of these cannot be accomplished
without
properly
educating
and
guiding the educationallydisadvantaged youth of our communities," Dr•. Kahen declared.
" This group, more than any other, provides tlie bulk of the
unemployed, the broken families, and public wttljare cases, t he
delinquent and criminal elements, the narcotics and barbiturate
users, the manpower for the prejudiced and hate monger ing groups,
and the anti- i ntellectuals.''
"Educators and taxpayers naturally are concerned with the
cost of providing improved services at the school level aim to meet
the needs of these children. Yet public officials and often the elected
or appointed boards of education shy away from facing the problem
for fear of public reaction to the cost.
"The cost is high, but the cost of not providing services is
even higher. Not even counting lost manpower, wasted lives, broken
homes, and _ neglected children, what does public welfare cost?"
It is fitting that this series
"What does a prison cost to maintain? What about all the should begin with a description
services which lead to it? What is the cost in terms of stolen and of our most vital organization.
damaged property and of injured victims? If these could be calculated, No other group can claim the
we would find that what we are not doing makes little sense." prestige of this august parlia"Equally important, when grownups do not face these issues ment; no other group must hear
squarely, what kind of example does this set for the youth who need and respond to the lawful petitions
guidance and help? It teaches them to deny reality, to avoid issues, of the entire student body; no
to stall, evade, distort, pretend, and falsify, in the useless hope other group has $80,000 to play
that things will become different. •'
with. Let us scan then, with
"In short, the community helps to create the conditions which jaundiced eye, the inner worklead to difficulty by not facing adequately the issues and problems ings of this most awful senate .
involved. Then it points the finger at the youth and says it is his
The council is selected from
fault . As long as we continue to do this, the problem grows more the student body in the best demosevere and extensive . ''
cratic tradition, using a real vot"Guidance must distinguish between the educationally-disad- ing machine and everything. Since
vantaged who could learn if they were taught what they want to there can be no issues in such
learn and those who cannot learn
for various reasons. The former
want to learn mainly what will
be directly useful to them in
(Continued_,from :Page 2)
earning a living. Their question
· is, •'What's in it for me?'' and
from Columbia University, where
cartographer with the British
the answer has to be practical she is enrolled in the doctorate
Petroleum Exploratien Company,
and realistic. They are not ready
program.
A former engineer,
Ltd., and the American Geofor education in any other sense, she worked with the Century
graphical Society. He has taught
even if the educator thinks they Lighting Company and N. Rosin the field of geography at Hofdught to be."
enblatt & Son, New York City,
stra College, Long Island Unii "Those who cannot learn probefore teaching mathematics in
versity, and Hunter College. He
vide problems which curriculum
the Stuyvesant High School and
holds a B.A. from University of
adjustment and creative teach- Bronx High School of Science,
Cincinnati and an M.A. from Coling techniques cannot by them- New York City. She is a memumbia University.
selves solve. These are the ber of the Society of Women
Mrs. Armitage, counselor for
)touths who have been so damaged Engineers, National Council of
women, received her B,S. degree
ljy adverse parental attitudes,
Teachers of Mathematics, and
from City College of New York,
tiy antiquated educational con- Association of Teachers of MathM.S. from Columbia University,
cepts, by negative community ex- amatics of N.Y.C,
and is presently a candidate for
pectations and services that other
Dr . Lutz of the History and the Ph.D. at Columbia. She has
measures outside of the schools Social Science Department, who
had clinical experience in the
are needed to guide them. ''
was graduated from the College
field of psychology at the U.S.
" These are the youths who of Puget Sound, received an M.A.
Veterans Administration Hospitfrequently become long-term or degree from the University of
al at Lyons and East Orange.
permanent liabilities to the com- Chicago, and Ph.D. degree from
Mr. Bruce, chairman of the
munity. The taxpayer and the pub- Cornell University.
He also
College Center, received his B.S.
lic official who fails to provide • spent a year at the University of
and M.A. degrees fromNewYork
service now will pay for it later. Vienna, Austria, on a Fulbright
university, and his A.A.S. from
If we give nothing, we get nothing.
Grant.
Dr. Lutz has taught at Queens College. Before coming
If we give too little and too
Harpur College, Hobart College,
to Newark State, he was camp
late, we get almost nothing." Drew University, Rutgers Unidirector for the Boy Scouts of
"The threat of nuclear war v ersity, and Cornell University.
America, and was associated with
has made man everywhere more His article, "Fathers and Sons
the Recreation Department of the
aware than ever that they are in the Vienna Revolution of 1848"
New York City Department of
their brother's keepers. The appeared in the July, 1962, issue
Parks, and the Loeb Student Centpopulation explosion, the advance of Journal of Central European
er, New York University.
of automation, and the urban Affairs.
Mr. Corrie of the Education
expansions are providing a difDr. Paul of the History and Department
taught in Penns
ferent kind of, but still very Sod al Science Department has ·
Grove,
Verga,
Mantua, and
dangerous, threat to our national
taught at Curtis Academy, St.
Pleasantville public schools and
ideals and welfare . ''
John's, Newfoundland, Tutoring served as supervising principal
' ' Are we going to keep our School of New York, Northern
in the Mansfield and Beverly
disadvantaged youth in reformaSecondary School, Toronto, Canschool systems. Recently he was
tories, prisons and mental hosada, and Maryland State College .
a representative in the elepitals, or are we going to keep
He has received the following
mentary field for Lyons and
them in our communities byprodegrees:
B.A., University of
Carn sham Book Company. His
viding them with services that
Newfoundland; M.A. and Ph.D ., ·· B.S. and M.A. degrees were earngive them a reasonable chance
Columbia University.
, ed at Temple University.
to be self-supporting citizens?"
Mr . Pitt of the Education DeMr. Fridlington of the History
Dr. Kallen asked.
partment holds a B .A. degree . and Social Science Department
The session at which Dr . Kallen from Rutgers University and an
received his B.A. and M.A. despoke is one of a series fea- M.A. from Columbia University.
grees from Drake University,
turing guest speakers i n the one- He has taught at the Pennington
where he was an inst ructor in
semester workshop conducted as School, Pennington, Bordentown
, history and assistant to the dean.
part of Newark State ' s field ser- Military Institute, Bordentown;
He was also a history instructor
vi ces · program. The workshop Valley Fo.rge Military Academy,
at Rutgers Univer sity.
was requested by the Newark Wayne, Pa.; and Rutgers UniverMr. Greene, also of the History
citizens Planning Committee, a
sity .
and Social Science Department,
group of lay and professional
Further information on new astaught at Msgr. Mcclaney High
people coordinating a project to sistant prqfessors II follows .
School, Jackson Heights, N.Y ..
Mr. Ante of the History and
Social Science Department was a
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 6)
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Council member Clytermestra asks: "Isn't there a lack of a quor:um
yet? We've been here for ten mlrutes and we want to go home.
an election; candidates must rely
heavily
on
club
activities,
personality,
looks, and cute
signs to carry them to office .
During campaign time, women
are particularly careful of their
makeup, men effect a collegiate,
ever-so-casual appearance, and
everyone goes about displaying a
nauseating array of teeth. Club
presidents who plan major projects for the year are well advised to approach council candidates during this period. In an
election that may hinge on one
vote, these unfortunates can refuse no one .

Student Council
(Cont~nued from Page 1)
Student Council also covered
the following items : freshman
elections, the name program,
the dis count program, I. D. cards,
a special appropriation for the
Class
of
1966, and "wal1 et - lifters . ''
The Name Program on November 2, featuring the "Four
Preps," will cost $1.50 for students and $2 .25 for outsiders .
Students must purchase tickets in
advance; otherwise they m ust pay
$2 .25 at the door .
During the discussions on
parking, boycots of payment on
parking tickets, the creation of
a student court of appeals, and
removal of parking restrictions
after 4 : 30 P.M. were suggested.
Students protested parking fines
u'p to $25 . One student noted a
fine for transporting equipment to
the student center and another
protested the absence of warning
notices.
Ne',fertheless,
the
Student Council took no action
because the p·arking committee
was to meet with Dr. Samenfeld
after the StuCo meeting to discuss the proble·m further.
Following this discussion, it
was agreed that the discount
program would continue in Union
Township, ' 'to help make Union
a college town, ' • and to foster
closter ties with the Township.
Stella LaSalvia, anativeofUnion,
was re-appointed chairman of
the Student Di scount Committee.
Beside LaSalvia's appointment, three other students
were appointed to a committe1: .
Patricia Carney, a sophomor~,
Judy Gantly, a junior ·· · I Phyllis Restaino, a senior, were appointed to the committee which
distributes I.D. cards.
Then, after heari ng a request
by Al aecord, Council appropriated ~ additional $68.50 for the
" semi-fo·rma l"
sophomore
dance on November 23 .
Before adjournment Council
listened to report s of growing
instances of
" wallet-lifting "
activities on campus . Although
the Council members found this
type of student activity distastefill, they felt that a letter-to:the
editor of the Independent would
suffice for the time baing .

Of special note is the representational art that flourishes
during this period in the form of
campaign posters. Frustrated art
majors flock to the . bandwagons
of candidates, ecstatic at the
· prospect of painting real faces,
trees, or whatever is deemed
most politic.
Posters fall into several general
categories: Informative:
"Vote for Dwaard Faarkwaard,
a good man. " Cute: "There'll
be no foolin' with Ginger Smock
rulin'." Pathetic: "Please vote
for Claude Badly, he'll do the
best he can, Lord knows." Belligerant: "Ox Wacko will personally kick the stuffing out of
anyone who doesn't vote for him.''
While poster approaches vary
somewhat, there is only one type
of speech to be made. Since, as
mentioned before, there are no
issues at stake, a ca ndidate for
higher office must appear as
humble and incompetent as possible - in short, a man of the
people. Here is the winning
speech for any and all Council
. elections:
"Now, I'm not going to make
any fancy promises about the
parking lot or the dean; if I
did, I would neither be true to
you, nor to myself. All I can
say is that, if elected, I will
work as hard as I possibly c~n
for you, the people who put· me
in office. I will never forget that
I am a student, like yourselves,
that you are my friends and my
classmates . I will never forget
the long road ·we have walked
together hand in hand. I will
. never forget how unworthy I am
of your sacred trust, how ·inadequate my poor body is for
the great weight of high office.
Elect me, I will do my best.
Thank you.••
The audiance breaks out in
hysterical weeping, and the
candidate walks from the dais
beating his breast.
Needless to say, if the electorate believed a word of the
above drivel, the candidate would
be handed a mop and pail. As
it happens, however, he is swept
into office by a tide of popular
enthusiasm.
Having described the means of
selection; I would now like to
delve into the machinations of
Council itself.
The meetings are held on Friday afternoons; the symbolism is
too involved to treat here, but
it is in all respects a most
melancholy time.
The dying sun sinks slowly
behind the campus' few remaining trees, lengthening the shadows of a rag-tag caravan. Out
of the Snack Bar, down the corridor ·to the East Room the little procession winds, bearing
numerous cokes, potato chips,
hardtack, saltpork and C-rations.
It is to be a long, hard meeting.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Freshman

. (Continued from Page 3)
and at Adm. Farragut Academy,
Pine Beach. He holds a B . A. from
St. Francis College, and an M .A .
from New York University.
Mr. Haffly of the Sp ecial Education Department taught the
educable mentrally retarded at
Spring Valley Senior High School.
At Newark State he is instructing
students preparing to teach the
mentally retarded.
He is also
co-advisor of the Council for
Exceptional Children. He holds a
B.A. from Jersey City State College, and an M .A. from Columbia
University, where he is a candidate for a doctorate.
Mr. Mathews is teaching parttime in the Education Department
under an internship program at
Teachers College, Columbia University, where he is enrolled in
the doctoral program. His B.A.
and M.A. degrees were earned
at the University of Alabama,
where he served as assistant
dean of men. He also taught at
Tuscaloosa High School, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Mr. McClintook of the Education Department also teaches
part-time
under
the
same
program as Mr. Mathews. He
holds a B.S. degree from Princeton University and an M .A. from
Columbia University.
Mrs. Monroe of the Mathematics Department taught at ScotchPlains - Fanwood Junior High,
Scotch Plains.
She is a 1961
graduate of Newark State College, and is working towards her
master's degree at Rutgers University.
Miss Orletsky of student personnel received her B.A. degree

Dr. Raichle
(Continued from Page 1)
which
the
state
owes
to
individuals such as the right to
work. Mrs . Eleanor Roosevelt,
head of the Commission at that
time, objected the Soviet proposal implied that someone would
be made to work if he did not
so desire. Was this freedom or
regimentation?
The Declaration does set forth
the idea of the general welfare
state - government must be positive in providing opportunities.
The committment of governments
to the United Nations is a confession that they can no longer
tlo that which governments are
supposed to do - provide security
in the threat of war. Dr. Raichle
.stated that the U.N. does not
give us that security, but it provides a moral and social and
economic base for the dignity
of man. The former is provided
through the Declaration and the
continuing work of the Genera}
Assembly; the latter is provided
through the specialized agencies
such as the Food and Agricultural
Organization
and the World
Health Organization . Poverty and
dignity are not compatible. To
have human dignity; there must
exist moral law and, at least;
an individual competence.

from the Ame rica n University
and M.A. deg ree from Columbia
University, where she wa s emp loyed in the Financial Aid Offic e . She is advisor to the Social
and Carnival committees, and is
an ex-officio member of the College Center Board.
Mrs. Schiavone of the Health
and Physical Education Department served as Staff and Head
Nurse in the Jersey City Medical
Center, as Staff Nurse and Supervisor with the Visiting Nurse
Association at Trenton, and on
the faculties of New York University, Rutgers University, and
Drew University. Her R .N. was
earned at the School of Nursing,
Jersey City Hospital, and she
holds a certificate in public heath
nursing from the University of
Pennsylvania. She received her
B.S. and M.A. degrees from New
York Upiversity.
Miss Schneider, coordinator of
Health Services, was employed as
a school nurse in NorthPlainfied
before joining the Health and
Physical Edu cation Department
of the college. She holds anR.N.
from Jersey City Medical Center,
a B .S. from Jersey City State
College, and is doing graduate
study at New York University.
Mr. Sullivan taught fifth grade
in the Hope Valley Elementary
School, Hopkinton, R.I. before
becoming a teacher and coach
at the Chariho School in Richmond, R.I. He received his B.S.
and M.Ed. degrees from Springfield College . He played professional baseball in Nova Scotia,
Canada, and tried out for the
Washington Senators before entering the teaching field.
Mrs. Valone, curriculum materials librarian,
served
as
librarian at Linden High School
and South Brunswick High School.
She taught in Warren, Pa. , where
she was a caseworker in the
Department of Pub li c We l fare.
She ho lds de gre e s from Ohio
Northern University (B.A.), Edinboro State College (Ed . MS.),
and Rutgers university (M.L.S.).
She has had several leading roles
in little theatre groups in Jamestown, N.Y., and Warren, Pa.

Council Comments
by Paul Minarchenko

On Friday, October 25, 1963
at 8: 30 a.m. I. was g reeted by
a roadblock at t he entrance to
the main parking lot. After I
was checked for a parking permit I was sent on my way. It
appears from the actions of Mr.
Korley and Mr. Brilliante that
they have a ''parking problem''.
The problem stems from the fact
that some students refuse to
purchase parking permits. This
week the "reign of terror" produced many warnings and parking
tickets ranging in monetary value
from $5. to $25.
·
However, we, the students of
Newark State College, have a
parking problem. We still cannot
park on campus (for security and
safety reasons), but the faculty
i..i can; some students receive warn The Republ ican Club
ings while others receive tickets;
and where does this money from
Presents
the fines go to?
Although the students must
obey these rules and regulations
they do not have a say in their
MRS. JUDY FERNOLD
formation or control. It is unfair for this ''taxation without
Secretary of the National Draft
representation'' a nd the time has
Goldwater Committee
come for a change in such practices.
Student Council has been aware
" GOLDWATER
of the problem and has formulated a committee to meet with
AND T HE RISING
the Administration and seek a
solution to the parking situation.
TIDE S OF CONSERVATISM "
We hope the student body is
also interested in our problem.
Student Council is not preaching
a mass demonstration or revolution, but there must be another
Thur sday, November 14
way of correcting the problem
without" "baricading" the entrance
to
the campus. We
sincerely hope that the parking
situation can be re-evaluated and
corrected to the satisfaction of
East Room
4:30 pm
all parties concerned.

Statements

_(Continued from P age 1)
the goo d o f the class.
"This year, the freshman class
is t he larg est on c ampus. I feel,
the r efore, that you, as a member
of our class, have a responsib ilityto elect a p resident who will
help, and wants you to help him.
I am such a candidate.
"Do not vote for me if you do
not know me. I want to me you
and tell you my plans for this
year. If after this meeting you
decide to vote for me, by all
means, do!"
The following is the statement
from Ray Torella, another presidential candidate.
"Freshmen classmates: This
coming year will prove to be a
most exciting one for us. Our
class has many problems . It is
the job of the officers to handle
many of these problems . One
important problem of the class
funds which have to be budgeted.
We, running for office, are only
your servants, doing what we can
to prove that the class of 1967 is
the best.
I dedicate myself to
each one of the freshmen, and with
the help of God I will do my best - for what's best for you.' '
The final candidate for president, Miss Jane Zaremba, stated

"I would like to b e e l ected to the
office of president of t he class of
196 7, to work fo r each and every
one o f you by rep resentation, by
unification, and by the estab lishment of the best freshman class
ever.''
There are six candidates for
the office of vice-president. They
are Jennifer Conte, John Firman,
Vera Hrywniak, Maureen Lally,
Fred Marks, and Tim Taffe.
Mr. Firman stated, "I feel
that through the office I can work
for the good of my class to the best
of my aQ).lity. I have chosen this
position because of my previous
experience in high school, where
I held the office of vice-president
in junior and senior year.
''Unification and organization
of the freshman class are my
main objectives.' '
Maureen Lally cited her high
school background in student
council and class work as qualifications for the office of vicepresident.
She said, "I feel I
am familiar enough with stu dent
government that I can benefit the
stu dent body as vce-president
of the freshman class. I will try
my be s t within the limit s of my
capabilities to perform efficient-

Anatomy of Student Organization
(Continued from Page 3)
Today the Council must confront
that most heinous of
enemies, the Budget. Many men
have broken ranks and fled at
the mention of the word; others
have rolled their eyes, shreiked
through foam-flecked lips and
hurtled
through
plate glass
windows. We can see at a glance
that this group is made of sterner
stuff.
The condemned file in, and take
positions tradition ally afforded
them by thei r func t ion in the
group : rubbe r s t amp e r s , inquis it o r s , giggle r s , and a factio n s u s pected of engineering a palace
coup. These last bear close
watching. C hairs slide in and
out, and conversation dwindles
as the President strides to his
place. President Conway brings
the meeting to order with a smart
rap of his gavel. The battle is
on!
Vice- President Minarchenko
leads off with a friendly request ,
between gasps of pain, that the
President be more accurate with
his gavel. The request is duly
noted and read into the minutes, and the veep sucks his
fingers gratefully .
Next follows roll - call, with
the names answered by a variety
of sub - human barks, growls and
konks. "On deck, sir!" answers
one ex-navy man. "You're out
of order!" says the president.
Roll call concluded, the members scan copies of the pre vious week's minutes.
"It was moved and seconded
to declare war on Nova Scotia.
Motion unanimously carried.
It had a b r illig but the slithy
toves in the wabe.
And a decree went forth from
Caesar Augustus that the whole
world should be enrolled. Motion
clearly carried."
The minutes are accepted as
read.
Now the r e can be no more
sparring or back-pedelling. The
battle is joined in earnest. Pres:ident Conway steps to the center
,of the room, sheaves of paper
in hand, as Minarchenko rolls a
projector into place . Conway
speaks .
"The Athletic Association has
requested $16,384.71. The Executive Board has examined this
budget and recommends · that it be
cut to $14. 38. Questions or comµients. ?''
The vice-president meanwhile
attempts in vain to project a
· copy of the decimated budget on
the walls, the ceiling, and the
sports jackets of several councilmen. Failing this, he starts to
pass out copies, which stick to
the band-aid on his finger .
Amid the chaos following Conway's bombshell, the following
statements are representative.

"Wouldn' t it be cheaper at
1500 sheets per roll? "
"The motion to call a question
on whet her or not to get the
consensus of the group on the
friendly amendment concerning
the status of the abstentions
clearly carries. Or does it fail?"
"Stainless steel what?"
'' Zzzzzzzzzz . . . . . . .
"My uncle is in the business
and I know we could get them
cheaper if we ask him."
"Since when does s portsmanship cost money. ''
••c a n

we

h ave

a little or d e r

. . . (whap) . . . sorry Paul!"
The discussion is brought to a
close when Conway discharges
several blanks into the ceiling,
bringing a fine rain of plaster
down upon the heads of council.
The dead are carried out, and
the meeting resumes . The final
decision is to raise the Athletic
Association budget to $17 . 46, with
option to return to Council if
the tire patch on their basket ball fails.
As the hours wear on, sinister
shadows are seen periodically
against the baseboards, and the
door opens and closes mysteri ously. Desertion! One by one the
little band dwindles and the precious quorum is threatened. Swift
action is needed, and Conway
ruses to the occassion. He steps
on the hand of a poor wretch
crawling out on all fours; the
slacker bounds upright, striking
his head on the walnut table,
and collapses with a groan.
''Anyone else?' ' Conway asks
grimly. There is no answer.
Now the meeting rolls into
its final hours. Members take
turns slapping each other awake,
and orie trustee is released to
go for coffee.
"Any old business?"
No one dares breathe. Will
someone crack?
"Any new business?"
The silence is deafening . A
misstep now could plunge the
whole group back into the inferno.
But none is forthcoming. After
a customary five minutes of
silent prayer, calling the wrath
of all the gods down on the
head of John Korley, Conway
speaks for the last time.
"Motion for adjournament?"
The president raps the meeting to a close, apologizing once
more to the veep, and bolts for
the
door,
now packed with
frenzied bodies .
This, then, is the world of
a student council member. It is
good and bad; dark and light;
loving and hateful. Faced with
these contradictions, it is no
wonder that the average councilman requires patience, under standing, and not a little psychiatric care .

ly the dutie s which are called for
by this office."
F red Marks has al s o been active in stu dent council and as a
cl ass officer in high school. He
s tated that during that tim e, he
participated in almost every
.function of his class. He feels
-that he '' could work with anyone
who is elected in a combined effort to help make the class of• 67
the best to ever enter NSC."
Tim Taffee, a chemistryscience major at NewarK ::,,ate,
stated that he had been active in
high school in the Key Club and
on the staff of the newspaper. At
Newark State, he has joined the
Independent staff. Mr. Taffe said
that he would make no promises,
other than that he would ''work
steadfastly with dedication for the
class of '67 and the good of the
college."
Candidates for recording secretary are Camille Brancaccio,
Annette Bruno, Bonnie Spencer,
and Betty Kelichner.
T he following are candidates
for
corresponding secretary:
Carol Birnie, Maryann Carrig,
Janet Farbman, Barbara Green,
and Diane Stankoritz.
Cndidates for the office of
treasu rer are Marcia Berman,
Mary
Doran,
Patricia McNamara, Martha Pastore, Judy
Peters, Elaine Policastro, Inese
Rubens , and Mary Taborosi.

Jobs Abroad
(Continued from Page 1)
language practice. Students may
also · attend lectures given by
European university professors.
Although there are no language
requirements for the jobs, students are given the opportunity
to experience native European
situations during the orientation
p e riod . Bla ckboa rd s e ssions a nd
talks cover such sub jects as how
t o save money while in Europe,
low cost transportation, shopping
disco unts and inexpensive living
accomodations.
ASIS claims that this do-ityourself, on the scene method of
preparation is the only way to adjust rapidly to the European
way of life.
The ASIS, a non-profit organization
in its seventh year
of operation, also supplies job ap plicants, at no extra cost, with a
complete set of language records
of the language of the country in
which the · student applicant will
be working, a student pass allowing the bearer student discounts throughout Europe, com plete health and accident insurance while in Europe, and a
comprehensive information service about living and traveling in
Europe.

Travel Grants to $1,000
The ASIS also offers trave1
grants that greatly reduce the
cost of the summer in Europe.
These grants can range as high
as $1,000 depending upon individual circumstances. Students are
also free to make their own travel
arrangements
to · and
from
Europe . ASIS expects applicants
many students participating in
the charter flights sponsored by
their schools will want a summer
job in Europe.
The purpose of the ASIS sum mer-job-in-Europe program is
to provide every college student
with the opportunity to see Europe, to increase his cultural
knowledge thru travel and at the
same time to earn and save
money.
Students with limited
budgets would not otherwise be
able to see Europe . The student
worker also has a golden opportunity to acquire a speaking knowledge of a foreign language .
Students interested in summer
work in Europe should write to
Department I, American Student
Information Service, 22 Avenue
de la Liberte'. Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, for
the ASIS 24-page prospectus
which includes a complete listing
of jobs available and job and
travel grant applications . Send
$1 for the prospectus and an air
mail reply.
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GREAT
DRAWINGS
100

Reproduced in the Most Exacting COLOR and Detail
INCREDIBLE
VALUE AT

e

each

LATEST WORD from the trend-setting art collectors and decorators ... "Drawings
are definitely IN! They have a charm all their own, add a warm, distinctive touch to
any room and give endless pleasure." Now, exclusively at STORE NAME, we're first
with the best color facsimiles of fine drawings and watercolors at this low, low price.
EVERY DRAWING in this fabulous collection
is an acknowledged masterpiece - spontaneous,
spirited ... by Rembrandt, Durer, Goya, Degas,
Cezanne, Picasso, and other masters. In faseinating combinations of pencil, ink and colored
chalk; charcoal, sepia and crayon; wash and
watercolor, pastel, tempera :md other media.
Beautifully printed on heavy, antique art stock
-with all the delicacy and detail of the originals.
Choose from classic figure drawings and

DR177. (Frame AJ

GREAT DRAWINGS (Size 14"x18")
v (ve~tical) - h (horizontal)
DR101. Rubens: Young Woman with
Crossed Hands (v)
DR102. Blake: Laocoon (v)
DR103. Botticelli: Abundance or Autumn
(v)

DR105.
DR107.
.
DR108.
DR109.
DR11 O.
DR112.
DR113.
DR115.

DR116.
DR117.
DR118.
DR121.
DR122.
DR123.

Diirer: Study f_or St. Apolonia (v)
Gainsborough: A Woodland Valley (h) .
Goya: Charles V Fighting the Bull
at Valadcilid (h)
Kuhn: Pleasant Evening (h)
Li T'Ang: The Return of Duke
Wen of Chin (h)
Lorrain: Campagna Landscape (v)
Luini: Virgin with the Christ
Child and St. John the Baptist (v)
Marees: Ancient Chariot with a
Pair of Horses and Several Female Figures (h)
Pereda: St. Jerome Writing (v)
Rubens: Study for a St. Magdalen (_y)
Rubens: Study for a River God (h)
Titian: Portrait of a Young Woman (v)
Titian: Rider and Fallen Foe (v)
Lautrec: Woman Sleeping (h)

DR124. Yuan-Ch'i: The Wang-Ch'uan Villa,
after Wan Wei (h)
DR125. Van Gogh: The Blue Cart (h)
DR126. Gericault: Fighting Horses (h)
DR127. Lautrec: Portra_
i t of Jane Avril (v)
DR128. Picasso: Mother and Child, Four
Stu di es for a Right Hand (v)
DR130. Van Dyck: Study for Christ
Crowned with Thorns (v)
DR132. Rembrandt: The Return of the
Prodigal Son (v)
DR133. Degas: Giovanna Bellelli (v)
DR134. Degas: Ballet Dancer Facing Inward, Hands on Hips (v)
DR135. Degas: Houses Upon Cliffs Overlooking a Bay (h)
DR136. Cezanne: Study for Card Players
(v)

.

DR137. Gauguin: Breton Bather (v)
DR1'44. Whistler: Maud Reading (v)
DR145. Da Vinci: Study of Woman's Head
(v)
DR146. Buffet: lnterieur (h)
DR147. Kollwitz: Mother and Child (h)
DR148. Jongkind: Le Pont De Legiguieres (h)
DR149. Boucher: Nude with Child (h)
DR15D. Ingres: Study for The Iliad (v}
DR151. Cezanne: Still Life with Pears
and Apples (h)

New Selection Of

marvelous portraits, from airy landscapes and
bold modern lithographs. Each drawing comes
in a folder that contains its own prefitted mat
to save you effort and expense. Frame them and
arrange them on your walls to lend sophistication to your decor.
Choice 14" x 18" subjects listed below may
be ordered by mail or phone, or come in and
see the entire collection including many in
12" x 16" size.

DR152. Boudin: Marine Scene (h)
DR153. Picasso: Blue Boy (v)
DR154. Morisot: Portrait Studies of
Jeanne Pontillon (v)
DR155. Homer: Study for "The Wreck Of
The -Iron Crown" (v)
DR156. Gainsborough: Landscape with
Resting Men (h)
DR157. Boucher: Girl with Jug (v)
DR158. Chardin: Reading Woman with
Child (h)
OR162. Modigliani: Portrait of a Woman
(v)
DR163.
DR164.
DR166.
DR167.
DR168.
DR169.
DR171.
DR172.
DR173.
DR174.
DR175.
DR176.
DR177.

Diirer: Praying Hands (v)
Renoir: La Promenade (v)
Degas: Ballet Dancer (v)
Pascin: Two Seated Women (v)
Goya: Man Taming a Horse (v)
Jongkind: Grenoble Landscape (v)
Turner: Landscape (h)
Seurat: The Stonebreaker (h)
Rubens: Seated Woman (v)
Rubens: Head of a Boy (v)
Diirer: View of Salzburg (h)
Manet: Seaside Villa (h)
Constable: Coast Scene with
Ships (h)

All Wool Pullover Sweaters

Imported Jewelry
From
Siam, Mexico, Austria And India

Close Out From Princeton Mills

$12-$14-$16

e
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Hardluck Squires Bow

tntramura1 Action

To .J.C., Montclair

In a battle of football giants,
the Senior intramural football
' team met and defeatect'the Freshman team on Mon. Oct. 21, 18-6.
Led by quarterback Mike Porcello the Seniors had to fight
for all their points. As last year's
champions the Seniors wereperhaps· expected to trample over
the Frosh but that wasn't the
case. The Frosh are strong this
year and displayed their talents
more than adequately against the
Seniors.
The Frosh scored first on the
opening kickoff when quarterback
Larry Lewis ran back the length
of the field for the T.D. The
Seniors scored on two quick passes to Frank Marzarella and a
Porcello run. The Senior's next
game is against these very same
Frosh, on Nov. 4th.
On Wednesday, Oct. 23, the
scheduled game between the Sen- ·
ior s and Juniors was not held.
Due to a lack of Junior players
the game was given to the Seniors .

by Arnold Silverman

by Arnold Silverman

Ball on Target
The Newark State Squires were
defeated by Jersey City State
and Montclair State on Saturday
and Wednesday Oct. 19 and 23
respectively.
On Saturday the Squires lost
to Jersey City 3-1. This was a
close game all the way with the
Squires never out of contention.
Steve Friedman scored Newark
State's only goal.
On Wednesday the Squires were
defeated by Montclair State 5-0.
Montclair
dominated
play
throughout the first half. They
s cored a goal in the first per.iocl
and then extended their lead to
5-0 by scoring four more goals
in the second period.

In the second half the Montclair State Indians were held
scoreless and the Squires played
on even terms but by then it
was too late. Goalie Doug Williams
played an outstanding
game.
The Squires are now 1-7-1
and have only Bloomfield and
Seton Hall yet to play.

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE

Squire Soccer:
Bloomfield
Oct. 30
Seton Hall

4:30 is the time for All
Games
October
28
Monday
Soph ·vs. Junior
October 30 - Wednesday
Frosh vs Soph.
November 4
Monday
Frosh vs Senior
November 6 - Wednesday
Junior vs Senior
November 13 - Wednesday
Playoff
Date
if
necessary

Kallen

Defetd

tlw
Bond
Issue

·vote
''NOi''
Dancing - Every Saturday Night

Emerald Ballroom
of the
Hotel Benzel!
450 Broad St., Newark
Admission

St.SO

This Week
Wednesday, October 30
Jr. & Sr.
Visit Assigned classrooms
11:30
Soph Orientation
3:00
Soccer
4:30
Theater Guild Rehearsal
4:30
CCB
7:00
Folk Dancing
7:30
Beta Delta Chi Social
7:30
Frosh Seminar
9:30
Formal Lounge-Dormitory
Thursday, October 31
Visit Classrooms
Soph.
Newark State Science Organization
8:30
Dept . Meetings as Scheduled
8:00
Honors Committee
9:30
Faculty Committee-(Student Teaching
~ 30
Office)
Trad. & Procedures Committee
9:30
Faculty Buffet
11:30
Graduate Council
1:30
Archery
3:30
Fencing
3:30
Theater Guila Rehearsal
4:30
Alpha Theta Pi Social
7:00
Kappa Epsilon Social
7:15
Graduate Study Group
7:30

East Room
Bloomfield
Little Theater
Alumni Lounge
Dance Studio
East Room
Sloan Lounge
Whiteman Hall

Bruce 215
Townsend 109
Bruce 104
Fae. Din. Rm.
East Room
Tl04
D' Angola Gym
Dance Studio
Little Theater
Fae. Din. Rm .
Hex Room
T208

Friday, November 1
4: 30
Theater Guild Rehearsal
4:30
Student Council
7:30
MAA-WRA

Little Theater
Fae . Din. Rm .
Main Din. Rm .

Saturday, November 2
8:00
Four Preps

D' Angola Gyni

Monday, November 4
Fieid Trip
Mr. Valla - 10:30-4: 30- Ed 304
3: 00
Soccer·
8:30-4: 30
Freshma n Primary Electi ons
4 : 30
Theater Guild Rehearsal
7:00
Graduate Study Group
7:30
Frosh Seminar

L ittle Theater
Fae. Din. Rm.
Sloan Lounge

Tuesday, November 5
4: 30
Theater Guild Rehearsal
4: 30
Ace- Sea
7:00
Nu Thet a Chi
7: 00
Messiah Rehearsal
7:00
Rho Theta Tau
7:00
Beta Delt a Chi
7:00
Lambda Chi Rho
7: 30
Nu Sigma Tau Social
7: 30
Sigma Beta Tau

Lit tle Theate r
East Room
T200
Little Theat er
East ~oom (fa r)
Hex Room
Main Din . Rm .
East Room
Fae. Din. Rm.

Wednesday, November 6
4:30
Theater Guild Rehearsal
7:00
Newman Club

L lttle Theater
Little Theater

Seton Hall

I

,by Gerri Jackim

At least three-quarters of the students on campus are women.
.Women who intend, fqr ·the most part, to pursue careers in teaching.
To teach, or to want to teach, requires a peculiar philosophy we want to change things: form opinions, instill a love for widsom,
widen horizons - just make people better. And all this forms just
a brief list of our goals in life.
1
In the United States we may hold this philosophy and practice
our beliefs according to our own convictions. All this requires a
force which is extremely idealistic and competitive, a force which
pits each of our skills and thoughts against conflicting views and
strengths. Success depends on forbearance and a sportyman-like
attitude towards this goal. Forbearance comes through practice
of mind and body in competitive fi(!lds.
N,pw we try to
or justify why so few of our students
enjoy competitive sports in which they use of their own knowledge
and skills in hope of victory. Is it complacency - or perhaps apathy?
Is is possible that t he minds of college students (the so-c;alled
"cream of the crop") can, in a world filled with questions dying to
be answered be so stagnant? If such a question is answerable,
then, and only then will we come to a vague understanding of why
so many of our students who think are disgruntled with life and
studies on campus .
Or perhaps we don't possess the afore-mentioned qualities
in our personality - than what, we should ask, are we doing he r e ?

explain ·

.WRA Visits Trenton
On OctQber 19th the Women's
Recreation
Association
sent
j three delegates to Trenton State
, for a NJARFCW meeting. Emma
· Paroly, Alberta Gunther, and Janet Opp representated NSC.
At this meeting it was determined that this year's first
1
newsletter, to be compiled by
Glassboro State, would be out by
the end of October. Montclair
State will issue the January newsletter .

WRA Initiates
·New Activities
The
WRA Archery Club of
NSC will hold a balloon shoot
and tournament on Thursday,
November 31st from 3:30 to 4:30
and 4:30 to 5:30 respectively in
the gym. Awards will be given
to the highest scorers in the
balloon shoot and in two divisions of the tournament, beginner and intermediate.

Nov. 4

(Continui:d from Page 3)
expand opportunities for the youth
in Newark ' s south side. Workshop coordinators are Mr. Israel
Tumi n,
guidance director of
Newark's South Side High School
and a member of the ·a d-faculty
of Newark State, anq Dr . Charles
W . McCracken, professor of educ ation at the college.

Viewpoint _O~ Sports

Ban the Bond
1

The halls of Newark State cur- .
rently are being litered by yellow sheets of paper sporting the
slogan: "NJEA says vote yes
Nov. 5th" - as Simon says, that
is.
One
only can say that
"yellow" is an appropriate color
for this ' tidbit of NJEA double
think: the NJEA admits that a
broadbase tax ''would have been
better " but due to what they
sagely call the "present political
situation,'' they urge us to vote
for an unsound maze of deficit
spending - deficit spending which
will give our state legislators
another placid excuse to postpone a much needed broadbase
tax.
Concerning the NJEA ' s stand
for expedience, even Gov. Hughes
admits that the defeat of the bond
must be interpreted as "a mandate" for the broadbase taxes
which the NJEA admits make
so much sense.
This b_o nd issue is nothing but
-a kowtow to deficit spending deficit spending with a vengence !
(Yes, · NJEA, it does " mortgage
the future of our children.'')
And what a kowtow: It ' s like
spending $12 on · time for some thing .one can buy in cash for
$4.

Support

The

Bids were taken for Presi dentelect college including those by
, NSC. Newark State had the honor
of being President college five
years ago.
The calendar · ·f or the coming
year is as follows :
' 11/5 Fall Playday JerseyCity
1/
State Mtg.
Rutgers
3/
Swim. Clinic Douglass
4/
Reg . Convtn. Delaware
4/24 Stokes
1 / 26
Weekend

letters
(Continued Jrom .i:-age 2)
measure of paysieal expression
was iri great necessity.
The Bond Proposition is good
because it provides money for
roada, institutions and state col1
leges , but the funds yielded are
of an infinitely small size. The
money is perhaps sufficient for
yesterday's needs , but riot for
' today's or tomorrow ' s .
The $750 M. bond is to be
paid for by the New Jersey Turnpike Revenue Surplus; it has been
noted that federal interstate
Route 80 will run parallel with
much of the Turnpike Route,
·with No Tolls on the new road.
This will definitely reduce TPike revenue destined for upkeep off the bond.
·
If we unite and defeat .the bond
proposal, Governor Hughes has
pledged to go before the governing body as an advocate of the
broad base tax. Tax it3 an upsetting word to those who have .
to pay it, however, a broad base
tax is the logical solution providing not only for buildings but
also for equipment and staffs both
!Today and Tomorrow. Or perhaps we might consider better
application of our present taxes
as a partial solution.

I

I

; Mrs. Judy Fernold
National Draft Goldwater
Committee

"THE GOLDWATER
PHENOMENON"
The East Room
Thursday, November 14
I

l 4:30_pm

Square Dance:
Date: Nov. 1

Time: 7:30

Squires

Place: Main Dining Room

1

